
 
TROPICAL MIX IN PANAMA
Degraded land, originally forest land, later used for extensive cattle ranching, is reforested with 
mostly native tree species and gradually converted into mixed forests. The project provides sustainable 
timber production and cocoa cultivation; it protects biodiversity and restores a healthy forest  
ecosystem. Sustainable forest management and cocoa production offer employment opportunities.
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PACAJAIREDD PROJECT IN BRAZIL
The Amazon’s ecosystems play a critical role in stabilising the climate –providing food,   
water and vital medicines for all of us across the globe. The main goal of the project is to   
safeguard these resources from destruction. The Pacajaiproject owns and protects   
almost 150,000 ha –an area almost the size of London –of High Conservation Value    
rainforest in the Porte municipality in the region of Pará, Brazil.

WIND PROJECT IN GUJARAT, INDIA
The Wind Energy project was developed by VishWind Infrastructure LLP (“VWIL”), an independent 
power producer owned by the promoters of Wind World (India) Ltd. The project deploys 63 units  
of WTGs of Enercon technology, and delivers an annual average of 107 GWh of green electricity  
to the regional grid.  It not only addresses the power demand–supply gap in the state of Gujarat,  
but also assists in sustainable growth, conservation of resources, and reduction of greenhouse  
gas emissions into the atmosphere.
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GECKO ARE ON A DE-CARBONISATION PATH AND ARE INVESTED IN WORKING  
WITH CARBONQUOTA TO CONTINUE OUR JOURNEY.


